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ABSTRACT

Initiation of transposition requires formation of a
synaptic complex between both transposon ends
and the transposase (Tpase), the enzyme which
catalyses DNA cleavage and strand transfer and
which ensures transposon mobility. We have used a
single-molecule approach, tethered particle motion
(TPM), to observe binding of a Tpase derivative,
OrfAB[149], amputated for its C-terminal catalytic
domain, to DNA molecules carrying one or two
IS911 ends. Binding of OrfAB[149] to a single IS911
end provoked a small shortening of the DNA. This is
consistent with a DNA bend introduced by protein
binding to a single end. This was confirmed using
a classic gel retardation assay with circularly per-
muted DNA substrates. When two ends were pre-
sent on the tethered DNA in their natural, inverted,
configuration, Tpase not only provoked the short
reduction in length but also generated species
with greatly reduce effective length consistent with
DNA looping between the ends. Once formed, this
‘looped’ species was very stable. Kinetic analysis in
real-time suggested that passage from the bound
unlooped to the looped state could involve another
species of intermediate length in which both trans-
poson ends are bound. DNA carrying directly
repeated ends also gave rise to the looped species
but the level of the intermediate species was signi-
ficantly enhanced. Its accumulation could reflect a
less favourable synapse formation from this config-
uration than for the inverted ends. This is compati-
ble with a model in which Tpase binds separately to
and bends each end (the intermediate species) and
protein–protein interactions then lead to synapsis
(the looped species).

INTRODUCTION

One of the initial steps in mobilization of transposable gen-
etic elements is binding of the element-specific enzyme, the
transposase (Tpase) to each end and their rapprochement
into a nucleoprotein complex, the transpososome. Transposo-
some assembly is a central check point in transposition. In
some, and perhaps all, elements, a Tpase molecule bound
to one transposon end is programmed to cleave the partner
end rather than the end to which it is bound (1–4). A pro-
ductive synaptic complex must thus be assembled before
catalysis can occur. Another characteristic of some trans-
pososomes is an increasing stability as they evolve to a pro-
ductive complex (2,5,6). This is presumably because of
progressive interwrapping of the various protein and DNA
components. Synaptic complexes have been observed
in vitro for several transposable elements including phage
Mu (7), IS10 (Tn10) (2), Tn5 (IS50) (8), Tn7 (9) and IS911
(10). Although all these elements encode a transposase of
the DDE superfamily, and therefore presumably transpose
using the same chemistry, their detailed transposition path-
ways are subtly different (11,12).

IS911, a member of the widespread IS3 family of bacterial
insertion sequences, uses a two-step transposition mechanism
[see (13,14)]. This entails formation of an autonomous, non-
replicative, circular intermediate with abutted right (IRR) and
left (IRL) ends, which then undergoes integration. The IS911
ends participate in two different types of synaptic complex
(Figure 1a). Complex A, occurs as one of the first steps in
the formation of transposon circles: the pairing of both distant
IS ends. This paired end complex (PEC) catalyses single-
strand cleavage (hydrolysis) at one IS end and strand transfer
to the other (trans-esterification). This leads to a structure in
which both ends are retained by a single-strand bridge
(Figure 1a) resembling a figure eight when formed on a cir-
cular plasmid donor. The closed circular IS copy is generated
from this by replication (15) and subsequently undergoes
integration into a target DNA molecule using the highly
recombinogenic IRR–IRL junction. The final integration
event occurs within a second type of complex, synaptic
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complex B, which must be formed between the covalently
joined inverted transposon ends and the target DNA.

Formation of synaptic complex A requires the 44 kDa
IS911 transposase, OrfAB, produced as a fusion protein by
programmed translational frameshifting between two con-
secutive and partially overlapping reading frames, orfA and
orfB. OrfAB contains the catalytic site in its C-terminal
domain (Figure 1b) and alone, is capable of generating the
bridged figure eight form (16).

Synaptic complex A formation has previously been
addressed using band shift assays and DNase footprinting
(10,17,18). In these studies a derivative of the transposase,

OrfAB[149], carrying only the first 149 amino acids
(Figure 1b), was used. This derivative is amputated for the
catalytic domain and efficiently bound the inverted terminal
repeats (IRs) contained in two DNA fragments to generate
a PEC (17,18). Increasing the protein concentration also
generated a second, faster migrating, species which increased
progressively in proportion at the expense of the PEC. This
appeared to contain only a single DNA molecule. Protein
derivatives shorter than OrfAB[149] and lacking one multi-
merization region (M; Figure 1b), formed complexes with
strikingly modified binding patterns. The results of DNase I
footprinting, DNA binding, and in vivo recombination meas-
urements suggested a model in which the N-terminal region
of OrfAB would bind the subterminal region in a sequence-
specific manner anchoring the two IS ends into a PEC. The
external region towards the tip of the IR would then con-
tact the catalytic C-terminal transposase domain absent in
OrfAB[149] (18).

While these important insights into the assembly of
synaptic complex A were generated by population-based
molecular approaches, these methods have supplied little
information on the dynamics of assembly, the stability of
the complexes or the way in which the shorter truncated pro-
teins modify binding. The band shift assay, for example, was
not sufficiently temporally sensitive to detect intermediates
in PEC formation (18).

We have initiated a single-molecule approach using the
tethered particle motion (TPM) method (19) to address
synaptic complex assembly and stability. TPM was initially
used to observe transcription complexes (20) and subse-
quently to follow DNA looping mediated by lac repressor
(21) and by several restriction enzymes (22). In TPM, the
DNA molecule of interest is tethered at one end to a glass
surface. The movement of a small bead attached to the
other end is visualized by videomicroscopy (Figure 1c). The
amplitude of bead movement produced by Brownian motion
is a function of effective DNA length.

Here we show that the technique is very sensitive and can
apparently detect small curvatures in the DNA induced by
OrfAB[149]. Moreover, using DNA molecules carrying two
IR sequences with their natural (inverted) orientation and
spacing we show that OrfAB[149] generates a species con-
sistent with formation of a loop between the IRs. Once estab-
lished, these complexes were quite stable. Interestingly they
were not only observed with naturally inverted IRs, but
could also be detected using substrates with directly repeated
IRs. This type of PEC structure would presumably be unable
to undergo productive transposition in vivo.

TPM also permitted observation of PEC formation in
real-time. In contrast to established complexes, the nascent
complexes appeared less stable and underwent rapid assem-
bly and disassembly. These experiments also suggested that
passage from the protein-bound unlooped to the looped
state may involve a species of intermediate length. The data
are compatible with a model in which Tpase binds and bends
one IR and then the other. Protein–protein interactions could
then lead to synapsis generating the looped species.

Compared to classical population-based approaches, TPM
offers an enhanced temporal resolution in experiments
involving DNA–protein complexes. This has enabled us to
detect subtle DNA conformational changes during PEC

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. The IS911 transposition cycle, organization of its proteins and
single-molecule application. (a) Steps in IS911 transposition. IRs: squares;
IS911 sequence: black box; transposase OrfAB: ellipse. The strand cleavage
and transfer reactions are indicated by arrows. The transposase stoichiometry
in these synaptic complexes is not known. The PEC and circle transposition
intermediates are described in the text. (b) Organization of IS911 and its
protein products (OrfA and the transposase OrfAB). IRs: triangles; open
reading frames (orf): dark boxes. The DNA binding domain is composed of
a Helix–Turn–Helix motif (HTH, grey box), a Leucine Zipper (LZ, ellipses)
and a multimerization domain (M, grey box). The catalytic domain carries
a classical DDE motif. The protein used in the assay, OrfAB[149], is a
derivative of the OrfAB transposase amputated for the C-terminal catalytic
DDE domain. (c) Principle of the TPM method. Labelled DNA (white line)
with IS911 sequence (black line) and two IRs (squares) is tethered at one end
to a glass surface and a polystyrene bead is attached to the other. Looping of
DNA by OrfAB[149] (ellipse) decreases the effective tether length and the
amplitude of the bead motion.
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formation and provides a basis upon which more detailed
studies of transposase-driven synapse formation can be
built. In this context, analysis of the behaviour of different
transposase derivatives with modified multimerization and
DNA binding properties will be particularly important.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design and generation of DNA substrates

The length of all but one of the DNA fragments (�2 kb) was
chosen to be within the region of best resolution (19). In the
case of fragments carrying two IRs the distance between
them was close to their natural distance in IS911 (�1.2 kb).
The short 798 bp fragment was designed to approximate the
length expected of the longer molecules following synapse of
their two IRs. The choice of the pair of DNA fragments with
inverted and directly repeated IRs was dictated by the pres-
ence of suitable restriction sites permitting inversion of one
IR with respect to the other.

DNA substrates were obtained by PCR amplification from
plasmid templates with a 50-digoxigenin-modified forward
primer and a 50-biotin-labelled reversed primer (Eurogentec)
as described in Pouget et al. (19). The DNA substrates
DNAR798, DNAR2083, DNARL2080 were produced using
pAPT72 (23) as a template (positions: 1063–1861, 1063–
3146, 4625–1861, respectively). The DNA2264, DNADIR2428

and DNAINV2423 fragments were produced using pFX288
(positions: 3048–1569), pFX346 (positions: 3130–1651) and
pFX347 (positions: 3125–1646), respectively (a gift from
F.-X. Barre and C. Pérals). The DNA substrate DNADIR2428

presents a repetition of the segment containing IRR
(positions: 619–783 and 1720–1884). The DNA substrate
DNAINV2423 differs from DNADIR2428 by three fragments in
an inverted orientation (positions: 1725–1760, 1764–1797
containing IRR, 1803–1871). The truncated transposase
OrfAB[149] was purified from cells carrying pLHT117 (10).

TPM experiments

Experiments were performed using a protocol described in
Pouget et al. (19). A coverslip flow chamber (30 ml vol)
was incubated with the anti-digoxygenin antibody
(20 mg/ml; Roche) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for
20 min at 4�C. After washing, the chamber was incubated
at 4�C overnight in reaction buffer [20 mM HEPES
(pH 7.5), 100 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 2% glycerol,
2 mM DTT, 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 20 mg/ml
BSA, 1 mg/ml dephosphorylated a-casein (Sigma)]. DNA
substrates were incubated in the flow chamber for 1 h and
labelled with latex beads (0.2 mm diameter neutravidin-
labelled microspheres; Molecular Probes). For the majority
of experiments, OrfAB[149] was added by flushing the flow
chamber with 100 nM OrfAB[149]. For real observations
of synapse assembly, 1–2 ml of 6 mM OrfAB[149] were
added at one corner of the chamber to let the protein diffused.
The tethered beads were visualized by differential inter-
ference contrast (DIC) or fluorescence videomicroscopy at a
recording rate of 25 frame/s. Bead position was determined
on successive images as the spot centroid using a home
built image analysis programme (19).

Improved resolution in TPM

In previous analyses, the amplitude of bead motion was
measured using either the standard deviation of the abscissa
of the bead over successive periods of 4 s (19) or the width
of the bead image averaged over 4.3 s (21). Here, we use a
more informative method similar to that recently described
by van den Broek et al. (22). The bead trajectory was
acquired at 40 ms intervals. For each 40 ms point, the data
were converted into the distance from the barycentre R ¼
[(x � xm)

2 + (y � ym)
2]1/2 with (xm, ym), the coordinate of

the barycentre calculated over 2 s. The motion of the bead
is the average of R over a 2 s period constituting a sliding
window. The length of the window was chosen to satisfy
the statistical requirement that it should be much larger
than the relaxation time (the characteristic time for the bead
to explore its confinement volume). This was determined,
from the mean square displacement as a function of time
(24,25), to be of the order of 0.1 s for the relevant DNA
length range used here. This procedure limits artefacts due
to occasional microscope stage drift during image acquisition
and permits observation of events occurring at a time scale
>2 s thus providing improved temporal resolution.

Measurement of apparent DNA lengths

A calibration curve (data not shown) was established from
measurements of the amplitude of bead motion versus known
DNA length. The mean amplitude is expressed as the mean
of the Gaussian distribution of ‘instantaneous’ amplitude as
calculated above. It was not significantly different from
that obtained previously (19). For DNA molecules shorter
than 2500 bp, i.e. in the range of interest for this study, the
effective length, L, of the molecule can be deduced from
the bead amplitude of motion, A, using a linear approxima-
tion: A (nm) ¼ 0.079 L (bp) + 16.4.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

DNA substrates used in the permutation assay were produced
using pBend2 (26) derivative with IRR (36 pb) cloned at
the unique XbaI site. A 1116 pb fragment was first generated
by PCR and radiolabelled with dATP-g32P, and digested
with NheI, BbvI, Acc65I or BamHI to produce 163 bp frag-
ment. The binding reactions were performed for 30 min
at 30�C with 0.03 mM of the DNA fragment and 0.1 mM
OrfAB[149] (a gift from P. Rousseau), in a final volume
of 16 ml. Complexes were separated by electrophoresis
(12 V/cm, 3 h) in a 5% native polyacrylamide gel (18).

RESULTS

Measurements of DNA length by TPM

In a TPM experiment, a single DNA fragment containing the
protein binding sites of interest is anchored to a microscope
coverslip by one end and a latex bead is attached to
the free end. The amplitude of Brownian movement of the
attached bead is related to the effective length of the DNA
fragment and is monitored by videomicroscopy (Materials
and Methods). Synapsis of two sites on a DNA molecule
by the formation of a protein bridge and consequent loop
formation will result in a reduction in the effective DNA
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length signalled by a decrease in amplitude of bead move-
ment (Figure 1c).

The design of the DNA molecules used is explained in
Materials and Methods. A graphic representation of data
treatment for two DNA molecules of lengths 2080 and 798
bp (DNARL2080 and DNAR798) is given in Figure 2a–c. The
typical raw data are shown in Figure 2a. Bead coordinates
x and y were collected over a period of 2 min. The absence
of multiple molecule attachments was assessed by the circu-
larity of the trajectory envelope. The data were converted to
a distance, R, from the barycentre (Materials and Methods)
(Figure 2b) and the amplitude of motion, A, was then calcu-
lated as a 2 s average of R. The plots of A as a function of

time and the corresponding histograms of frequency distribu-
tion (Figure 2c) illustrate the potential of the approach to
differentiate DNA molecules of distinct lengths. The mean
amplitude is expressed as the mean of the Gaussian distribu-
tion with its standard error.

Effects of protein binding to a single IR as
revealed by TPM

OrfAB[149] was used in all following experiments. This pro-
tein is a derivative of the transposase, OrfAB, amputated for
the C-terminal catalytic DDE domain (Figure 1a) and there-
fore will not promote strand cleavage and transfer. Moreover,
it binds IS911 IRs with higher affinity than the full-length
OrfAB (10).

We first analysed the effects of OrfAB[149] binding to DNA
with a single IRR using two DNA fragments of 798 bp
(DNAR798) and 2083 bp (DNAR2083) each carrying a single
IRR located at 238 bp from the free end (Table 1). In
the absence of protein, DNAR798 exhibited a unimodal
distribution with mean amplitude of 106.4 ± 0.2 nm.
However, in the presence of OrfAB[149] the distribution
was not symmetric (Figure 3a) and was best described by
the sum of two populations (Table 1). One had amplitude
of 108.1 ± 5.3 nm, similar to that measured in the absence
of protein and presumably represented unbound DNA. The
second was �20 nm smaller with a mean of 89.0 ± 0.6 nm.

Similar results were obtained with DNAR2083 (Figure 3b;
Table 1) which had a mean length of 198.7 ± 0.2 nm in the
absence of protein. In the presence of OrfAB[149], two peaks
could be clearly distinguished. Again, the curve was best
described as the sum of two populations: (i) with a mean of
201.5 ± 2.1 nm, was indistinguishable from that obtained
without protein; (ii) with a mean of 162.4 ± 1.4 nm, was sig-
nificantly shorter (�40 nm; Figure 3b).

The reduction in mean amplitude upon addition of protein
presumably reflects a reduction in effective length of the
DNA as a result of OrfAB[149] binding. To determine
whether this was a general property of OrfAB[149] resulting
from non-sequence-specific binding or whether it required the
specific IR binding site, the experiment was repeated using
DNA2264, devoid of IRs. Addition of OrfAB[149] (Table 1
and Figure 3c) had no detectable effect on the apparent
length of this DNA fragment (185.2 ± 0.2 nm without protein;
186.3 ± 0.3 nm with protein).

These results demonstrate that OrfAB[149] reduced the
apparent DNA length in an IR-dependent manner. The small
reduction in length, seen as a reduction in the diameter of the
trajectory, probably reflects protein-induced conformational
changes, such as DNA bending.

Circular permutation experiments

To examine this further, we used an EMSA to observe the
migration of a set of four circularly permuted DNA fragments
carrying a single IRR (26). The mobility shift (retardation)
of curved or bent DNA is maximal when the bend centre is
located at the centre of the DNA fragment [see (27,28)].

This approach was modified to take into account the par-
ticular DNA binding and bridging properties of OrfAB[149]
observed in EMSA (10,18). DNA fragments of 152 bp

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. TPM calculation of the amplitude of motion. (a) Bead coordinates
(x,y). Beads tethered to a glass support by DNA molecules, and therefore
undergoing constrained Brownian motion, were tracked for 2 min (blue:
DNAR798; green: DNARL2080). (b) R positions as function of time.
(c) Averaged amplitude of motion as a function of time.
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containing either IRR or IRL and incubated with increasing
OrfAB[149] concentrations generated a species (PEC) in
which two fragments are bridged by the protein (called
complex I). Increasing protein concentration resulted in the
progressive appearance of a faster migrating species (com-
plex II) at the expense of complex I. This was interpreted
to result from titration of complex I by the additional protein
to generate a single DNA fragment bound by protein. Another
species (complex III) was occasionally seen. This migrated
even further into the gel and its presence depended on
the quality of the protein preparation used (the presence or
absence of shorter N-terminal fragments). Incubation condi-
tions were chosen here such that complexes with only a single
DNA fragment (complex II) were obtained.

To adapt the band shift assay to circular permutation, a
fragment of 36 bp, corresponding to the entire IRR, was
inserted into the permutation vector pBEND2 (Materials
and Methods). We generated an 1116 bp fragment from
pBEND2 (Figure 4) using PCR amplification and radiola-
belled dATP. This was cleaved with the different restriction
enzymes to generate fragments of 163 bp in which the posi-
tion of the IR was permuted with respect to the fragment
end (Figure 4a). The results of the band shift assay are
shown in Figure 4b. Although, we chose conditions in
which the majority of the retarded species is complex II,
we were unable to completely eliminate the occasional
appearance of trace amounts (e.g. lane 2) of the slowly
migrating PEC (complex I). No complex III was observed
with this protein preparation. Uncomplexed substrates
migrated at the same positions (data not shown) indicating

that no intrinsic bend is present in the 36 bp IRR. The
maximum retardation was observed when the IR was located
close to the centre of the fragment (lane 2).

These results therefore suggest that OrfAB[149] binding
indeed introduces a bend in the DNA, supporting the inter-
pretation that OrfAB[149]-induced DNA shortening observed
in the TPM experiments is due to DNA bending. More
quantitative studies using DNA fragments carrying specific
protein binding sites with known induced angles of curvature
are required to explore this more in detail.

DNA loop formation induced by protein binding

To determine whether PEC formation with DNARL2080 could
be observed using the TPM technique, the amplitude of bead
movement was measured in the presence of OrfAB[149]
(Materials and Methods).

Two major peaks were observed in the amplitude distribu-
tion shown in Figure 5. That with the smallest amplitude,
peak I, was symmetrical and best described as a single popu-
lation with amplitude of 89.5 ± 0.5 nm. Note that, although
this peak appears to include a small shoulder, the fit was
not improved by assuming the existence of two populations
each with its own Gaussian distribution. We therefore believe
this peak to correspond to a single population and the shoul-
der to be a statistical artefact. Peak II was not symmetrical
and was best described by the sum of two populations with
amplitudes of 186.4 ± 1.1 nm corresponding to unbound
DNA and 168.4 ± 4.7 nm. In view of the results obtained
with DNA carrying a single IR (Figure 3, Table 1), this

Table 1. DNA fragments used and summary of results (IRR: triangles)

DNA fragments and orientations Conditions State Amplitude of
motion ± SE (nm)

Standard
deviation (nm)

Relative
proportion

Number of
beads

Total record
duration (min)

End fixed to
the bead

End fixed to
the glass

DNAR798 (798 bp) ˘ 106.4 ± 0.2 16.6 22 50.9

IRR

524 bp238 bp

OrfAB[149] Free bound 108.1 ± 5.3 18.4 0.54 31 57.4
89.0 ± 0.6 11.9 0.46

DNAR2083 (2083 bp) ˘ 198.7 ± 0.2 26.7 29 51.4

IRR

1809 bp238 bp

OrfAB[149] Free bound 201.5 ± 2.1 25.0 0.64 29 53.5
162.4 ± 1.4 18.2 0.36

DNA2264 (2264) bp) ˘ 185.2 ± 0.2 19.1 22 17.9

OrfAB[149] Free 186.3 ± 0.3 21.1 23 19.8
DNARL2080 (2080 bp) ˘ 193.1 ± 0.2 23.0 35 60.8

IRL IRR

524 bp1204 bp280 bp

OrfAB[149] Free bound looped 186.4 ± 1.1 17.4 0.20 44 105.7
168.4 ± 4.7 39.7 0.51
89.5 ± 0.5 15.0 0.29

DNAINV2423 (2423 bp) ˘ 194.4 ± 0.2 18.4 45 44.1

IRR IRR

726 bp1059 bp566 bp

OrfAB[149] Free bound looped 180.1 ± 2.1 26.1 0.22 50 47.7
139.1 ± 1.3 8.2 0.04
100.5 ± 0.2 17.0 0.72

DNADIR2428 (2428 bp) ˘ 201.5 ± 0.3 23.1 46 50

IRR IRR

726 bp1065 bp565 bp

OrfAB[149] Free bound looped 188.6 ± 0.9 24.8 0.50 47 67.5
140.9 ± 1.4 11.5 0.10
102.7 ± 1.1 18.3 0.40

Mean values with standard errors (SE) of the amplitudes of motion determined by a Gaussian fit of the distribution for various DNA fragments in absence or in
presence of saturating OrfAB[149] concentration. In presence of protein, the table presents the relative proportion for the identified populations.
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shortened species most probably reflects binding of
OrfAB[149] to one IR.

Peak I presumably represents DNA molecules in which
the two IR copies have been synapsed (PEC). Based on
the known DNA sequence, the expected difference in the
effective lengths of unbound and looped DNA would be
1276 bp. We found that the difference in mean amplitude
of peak I and unbound DNA was 97 nm. This was estimated

from the standard curve (Materials and Methods) to be
1230 bp. Thus the observed reduction in length is consistent
with the formation of a loop.

Kinetics of assembly and stability of the
‘looped’ complex

To obtain an indication of the kinetics of looped complex
formation, a sample of DNARL2080 was exposed to
OrfAB[149] and the percentage of long and short molecules
was measured over four periods of 15 min at time intervals of
1 h over 3 h. The results, presented in Figure 6 show that over
70% of the molecules observed had already assumed a looped
configuration in the first 15 min following addition of the
protein. The steady-state was approached after the first hour
and reached a value of 80%. The proportion of looped mole-
cules appeared higher than in experiments performed under
equilibrium conditions (e.g. Figure 5). Since we were interes-
ted in the initial rate of loop formation here, less attention
was paid to the presence of elliptical trajectories in the
results presented in Figure 6. This could introduce a bias in
the relative proportions of looped and unlooped molecules.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Visualization of protein binding to a single IRR. The relative
frequency distribution of amplitude of motion is presented for various
DNA fragments in the presence (grey points) or absence (black points) of
OrfAB[149] (see also Table 1): (a) DNAR798: 22 beads analysed with-
out protein, 31 with transposase (b) DNAR2083: 29 beads analysed without
protein, 29 with transposase and (c) DNA2264: 22 beads analysed without
protein, 23 with transposase. The curves show the Gaussian in the absence
of OrfAB[149] or double-Gaussian fit for DNAR798 and DNAR2083 in the
presence of OrfAB[149].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Circular permutation assay. (a) Fragments used in the assay (IRR:
white boxes). The restrictions enzymes used to generate each fragment are
shown on the right. (b) EMSA with OrfAB[149]. The restriction enzyme used
to generate each fragment is shown above the corresponding lane. The lower
mobility complex seen in lane 2, was previously shown to contain two copies
of the IRR-carrying fragment (17). The high mobility complex present in each
lane corresponds to OrfAB[149] binding to only a single IRR-carrying
fragment.
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However, the results clearly demonstrate that looped
molecules are formed rapidly.

The behaviour of 11 beads showing small amplitude
motion after addition of OrfAB[149] was observed for at
least 30 min. No disassembly of these complexes to generate
extended DNA molecules was detected even for short periods

demonstrating that they are quite stable. However, the level
of OrfAB[149] in the chamber remained high-throughout
for these experiments. To further examine the stability
of the complexes, an experiment was performed in which
OrfAB[149] was introduced into the microscope cell and
allowed to interact for 20 min, a period long enough to
approach equilibrium conditions (Figure 6). Excess protein
was then flushed from the microscope cell with 20 vol of
buffer and 8 looped complexes were observed over 30 min.
Again no disassembly could be detected.

We conclude that, once formed, the looped complexes are
very stable.

Observation of synapse assembly in real-time

One potentially powerful feature of this technique is that it
might be used to observe assembly and disassembly of the

Figure 5. DNA looping in the presence of two IRs. The relative frequency
distribution of the amplitude of motion is represented for DNARL2080 with
two IRs in the presence (44 beads analysed) or the absence (35 beads
analysed) of OrfAB[149] (in grey and black, respectively). The curves show
the Gaussian fit of the distributions in the absence of OrfAB[149] or the triple
Gaussian fit in the presence of OrfAB[149].

Figure 6. Stability of the looped complex. For DNARL2080 with a saturating
concentration of OrfAB[149], the evolution of looped and unlooped fraction
of population were observed over a period of 3 h. The proportions of looped
and unlooped molecules were estimated over a 15 min period at T ¼ 0 min
(n ¼ 158); t ¼ 1 h (n ¼ 129); t ¼ 2 h (n ¼ 113); t ¼ 3 h (n ¼ 99).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Assembly and disassembly of the synaptic complex in real-time.
(a) DNA looping by OrfAB[149]. Typical data traces without protein
obtained with DNARL2080 (green shading: 193.1 ± 23.0 nm) and DNAR789

(blue shading: 106.4 ± 16.6 nm) are shown on the left (0–60 s). Different
representative traces of looped and unlooped states are shown on the right
(i, ii, ii). Transitions (assembly or disassembly) are clearly not always
abrupt, but proceed through intermediate states. (b) Histogram of the duration
of looped, unlooped, and intermediate states. For each trajectory (n ¼ 24),
state duration and amplitude were measured. By ploting these two parameters
(688 differents states), the intermediate state appears clearly different from
the looped and unlooped DNA (grey shade; looped state: 89.5 ± 15.0 nm;
unlooped state: 186.4 ± 17.4 nm).
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synaptic complex in real-time (21). To test this possibility,
tethered beads were identified and tracked within several
minutes of introducing OrfAB[149] by diffusion from one
corner of the microscope chamber. Several molecules were
observed to undergo transitions. Representative traces of
the amplitude of movement are presented in Figure 7a.
Note that unlooped molecules which undergo transitions to
a looped state are consistently shorter than those observed
in the absence of protein (Figure 7a, left). This shortening
is characteristic of OrfAB[149]-bound DNA (see Figure 3).
Transitions of these unlooped molecules to shorter species
and vice versa were observed and are consistent with the
assembly and disassembly of the synaptic complex. Close
scrutiny of the traces showed, however, that they could be
quite complex. Transitions often appeared to proceed through
complexes with intermediate lengths (between looped and
unlooped) and variable duration detected as plateaux on the
traces (see Figure 7a). These were identified as periods of
restricted amplitude fluctuations flanked by abrupt variations
(Materials and Methods). Only unlooped and looped mole-
cules which underwent two transitions over the duration of
the experiment (i.e. which were flanked by transitions; e.g.
Figure 7a i, ii, ii) were used in the following analysis.

In Figure 7b, the mean amplitude of each plateau was
calculated and plotted as a function of its corresponding
duration. The results clearly reveal three groups of transient
configurations: protein-bound unlooped (which is shorter
than substrate DNA without protein), intermediate and
looped. None of molecules observed became stabilized at
the intermediate length.

These intermediate species might reflect steps during
which one protein-bound end is seeking its partner or short-
lived species carrying protein-bound to each end.

Synapse with directly repeated IRs

The observation that two correctly oriented (inverted) IRs can
form a PEC prompted us to determine whether relative IR

orientation plays a role in PEC formation. For this, we com-
pared DNA fragments of 2423 bp carrying two IRR copies
as inverted repeats (DNAINV2423) and of 2428 bp carrying
two IRR copies as direct repeats (DNADIR2428) (Table 1).
In both DNA molecules, one IRR is located 726 bp from
the DNA end to be anchored to the glass support. The second
IR is located at 566 bp from the free end in an inverted
orientation (DNAINV2423) or 565 bp in a direct orientation
(DNADIR2428). The results are shown in Figure 8. Without
protein, DNAINV2423 (Figure 8a) generated a single peak with
an amplitude of 194.4 ± 0.2 nm. Addition of OrfAB[149]
generated two major peaks of 180.1 ± 2.1 nm and 100.5 ±
0.2 nm representing unlooped protein-bound DNA and looped
DNA, respectively. No 194.4 nm peak was observed although
careful scrutiny of the curves obtained for the DNAINV2423

substrate (Figure 8a) revealed that the 180.1 ± 2.1 nm
peaks included a small shoulder on the right hand side
presumably representing unbound DNA. This indicates
that the majority of observed DNA molecules had been
bound by OrfAB[149]. Since bound and unbound population
could not be resolved in this particular case, the mean
amplitude is a combination of both populations and this
leads to an overestimate of the amplitude of the bound,
unlooped DNA.

The 100.5 ± 0.2 nm peaks also carried a small shoulder on
the right hand side, which could be resolved and gave a value
of 139.1 ± 1.3 nm. This may be the result of OrfAB[149]
binding to both IRs in the unlooped DNA since a second
DNA bend introduced by binding the second IR should fur-
ther reduce the amplitude of movement (see Discussion).
This population was not detected (or resolved) in the case
of DNARL2080. We also note that the efficiency of loop
formation with DNAINV2423 was significantly greater than
that with DNARL2080 carrying inverted copies of IRR and
IRL (Figure 5). These two observations may reflect the prox-
imity of the bead to one IR (280 bp for DNARL2080 and
565 or 566 bp for DNAINV2423 and DNADIR2428), which
might affect loop formation due to steric hindrance.

 

(a) (b)

Figure 8. DNA looping in the presence of two IRs in inverted and direct orientations. The relative frequency distribution of the amplitude of motion is shown for
(a) DNAINV2423 with inverted repeated IRR (45 beads analysed in the absence and 50 in the presence of OrfAB[149]). (b) DNADIR2428 with directly repeated
IRR in the presence (47 beads) or the absence (46 beads) of OrfAB[149] (in grey and black, respectively). The curves show the Gaussian fit or the triple Gaussian
fit in the presence of OrfAB[149].
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The behaviour of DNADIR2428 (Figure 8b) is different.
Although this DNA generated a single peak with an ampli-
tude of 201.5 ± 0.3 nm without protein, it generated three
clearly resolvable peaks in the presence of OrfAB[149].
These had amplitudes of 188.6 ± 0.9, 140.9 ± 1.4 and
102.7 ± 1.1 nm. Again the absence of a detectable peak
at 201.5 nm suggests that the majority of observed DNA
molecule were protein-bound. The 188.6 ± 0.9 nm peak pre-
sumably represents non-looped DNA with bound protein
while the 102.7 ± 1.1 nm peaks had amplitude expected for
looped DNA. The fact that the relative proportion of the
looped species was significantly lower for DNADIR2428

compared to DNAINV2423 suggests that synapsis of the
two directly repeated IRs is less efficient than that of two
inverted IRs. The third, intermediate, peaks had amplitude
of 140.9 ± 1.4 nm, similar to the population distinguished
by the shoulder observed with DNAINV2423. This may also
represent unlooped DNA with protein-bound to each IR. Its
relatively higher abundance (10% versus 4% in the case of
the substrate with inverted IRs in this experiment) suggests
that it might accumulate at the expense of the looped species.
This might be either on the pathway to loop formation or a
dead end product.

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that TPM can be used to monitor
the formation of synaptic or PECs between the ends of the
bacterial insertion sequence IS911. The method is simple
and should be applicable to the study of other transposable
elements.

We have used OrfAB[149], a transposase derivative that
was chosen as a technical compromise since it was found
to bind more readily to the terminal IRs than does the full-
length OrfAB protein (10). Although we believe that its
binding approximates that of OrfAB, it is possible that it is
not identical and that the presence of the C-terminal domain
changes the kinetics of binding and PEC formation. Further
studies will be needed to improve OrfAB binding either by
changes in binding conditions or by generating full-length
mutant derivatives with increased binding capacity as has
been done in the case of Tn5 (29).

Detection of changes in DNA conformation

DNA compaction by the DNA bending protein IHF has been
previously observed using a similar TPM approach (30). In
this case, however, the non-specific binding contribution of
IHF appeared to mask the bend introduced by a single IHF
dimer on its specific target sequence. However, it was postu-
lated that detection of single binding events requires the use
of a short (�10–20 nm) DNA fragment for sufficient resolu-
tion (31). Indeed, using a more sophisticated TPM approach
these authors revealed that IHF shortened a small DNA frag-
ment carrying a single IHF binding site, consistent with DNA
bending. In view of the difficulties experienced in demon-
strating IHF-induced bending [known to be >160� (32)], it
was therefore unexpected that the simple TPM system with
long DNA molecules used in the present study would be suf-
ficiently sensitive to detect small protein-induced DNA bends
introduced by OrfAB[149] binding to a single specific site.

The single IR in the fragment (Figure 3) was essential to
obtain the small but consistent decrease in apparent length
of a DNA fragment in the presence of OrfAB[149]. Results
from population-based experiments using EMSA and a set
of four circularly permutated DNA fragments in which an
IRR copy is located at different distances from the end
(Figure 4) support the view that this shortening is due to
DNA bending. However, we do not think that we have suffi-
cient data to draw quantitative conclusions about the bend
angle. Note that with a single IRR, two molecules with
different lengths (DNAR798 and DNAR2083) give different
amplitude reductions. Therefore within the limits of
experimental error, protein binding to a single site can be
considered to reduce the amplitude by about 30 nm with an
uncertainty of 10 mn.

It will be important to investigate and generalize the
experimental relation between DNA amplitude and protein-
induced bending using a more defined protein–DNA binding
system for which detailed structural and thermodynamic
information is available.

Formation and observation of PECs

An additional OrfAB[149]-dependent species was observed
if two IR copies were present on the same DNA molecule
in an inverted configuration (Figure 5). Its apparent length
was consistent with the formation of an IR–IR synapse.
Once formed, this appeared quite stable over periods of at
least 30 min even if excess protein was removed by flushing
the chamber (data not shown).

Kinetic analysis showed that loop formation occurred
relatively rapidly (Figure 6): most of the complexes had been
formed within the first 15 min. Moreover, results obtained
from visualization of molecules undergoing transitions
following injection of OrfAB[149] into the chamber
(Figure 7a) indicated that assembly of the nascent complexes
did not necessarily occur in a single step. Before such com-
plexes were established, steps of assembly and disassembly
could be observed. These were often accompanied by the for-
mation of molecules of intermediate length (Figure 7a and b).
These observations suggest that complexes pass through a
metastable state. The nature of these metastable complexes
remains to be determined.

Complex formation with directly repeated IRs

To address some of these questions, we analysed the behavi-
our of DNA molecules with directly repeated IRs. In previous
analyses (33) where reactions between both inverted and
directly repeated IRs were in competition, we were unable
to detect cleavage or strand transfer reactions between the
directly repeated IRs. This presumably resulted from inher-
ently less favourable PEC formation between such ends due
to an energetic cost of, e.g. introducing an additional twist
when forming a loop. Consistent with this, PEC formation
was indeed observed with directly repeated IRs using the
TPM approach but with lower efficiency than when using a
substrate with inverted IRs (Figure 8).

In addition to the looped and unlooped molecules observed
with the substrate carrying directly repeated IRR copies,
a pronounced peak of intermediate length was observed
(Figure 8b). A species with similar amplitude was observed
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for the substrate with inverted IRRs (Figure 8a) as a shoulder
to the right of the looped DNA population. These may corre-
spond to the transitory intermediate state observed during
looping of a substrate with inverted IRs (Figure 7).

The intermediate species: a plausible model

The intermediate species seen in Figure 7b and those
observed in equilibrium conditions (Figure 8 and Table 1)
are probably the same type of complex. These could reflect
the formation of loops of intermediate length by an
OrfAB[149] complex bound to one end while searching for
the other. It is possible that additional weak OrfAB[149]
binding sites are present between the IRs. However, we
were unable to identify sequences with significant similarities
to the defined OrfAB[149] binding sites [data not shown,
(18)]. In addition, such intermediate states were not observed
using substrates with a single IR.

A second and simpler explanation is that these species
represent DNA molecules with OrfAB[149] bound to both
IRs. This interpretation stems from the DNA length reduction
provoked by OrfAB[149] binding to the IRs (Figure 3). In
contrast to EMSA, in which one bend can cancel the effect
of another depending on relative position and geometry
(27,28), in TPM (a situation where one end of the DNA mole-
cule is anchored), bends should have a cumulative effect.
Doubly bound DNA would therefore be expected to undergo
a larger reduction in amplitude than that observed for binding
to a single IR.

Such doubly bound species might represent complexes on
the pathway to synapse formation or non-productive com-
plexes unable to undergo synapsis. We do not yet know
how both ends of IS911 find each other to form the synaptic
complex: whether OrfAB[149] binds to a single end as a
multimer, which must then find and bind the second end, or
whether it binds both ends and synapsis is driven by protein–
protein interactions.

In the experiments shown in Figure 7, only molecules actu-
ally undergoing transitions were analysed. These should
therefore have protein already bound. This inference is sup-
ported by the observation that the ‘unlooped’ molecules
were shorter than the protein-free DNA (Figure 7a). It is
probable that only a single IR is occupied in these molecules.
The further reduction in length which occurs in the inter-
mediate states could represent occupation of the second IR.
If these are complexes on the pathway to synapsis, they
might then rapidly evolve into the looped structure by inter-
action between the OrfAB[149] molecules bound to each
end, or disassemble into the singly bound or unbound DNA
molecule. Although the molecules were observed for only a
short period (mean period of 4 min), of the 17 analysed,
5 went on to form looped complexes from the intermediate
state. The remaining 11 appeared to oscillate between the
intermediate state and the singly bound state. Therefore
while all molecules in an intermediate state do not necessarily
give rise to looped molecules over our period of observa-
tion, all looped molecules identified had passed through the
intermediate state.

The presumed doubly bound molecules were not obvious
in all equilibrium studies (see Figure 5). This is either because
they represent only a small fraction of bound molecules or

because they are confounded with the looped population.
They have never been detected in EMSA studies where no
pre-PEC intermediates have as yet been observed (10).

These results are consistent with models, such as those
proposed for Tn5 (8), mariner elements (34) and, with
experimental support, for retroviral IN activity (35,36).
Here transposase molecules are proposed to bind to each
end of the transposon separately and synapsis then occurs
by interaction between these bound transposase molecules.

This model could also explain the results obtained with the
pair of substrates carrying the inverted and directly repeated
IRRs (Figure 8). We assume that the shoulder observed on
the right of the looped population peak (Figure 8a) with the
inverted IR substrate and the pronounced additional peak
found with the directly repeated IR substrates are both
doubly bound complexes. Generating a PEC with directly
repeated IRs might introduce specific constraints not present
with the inverted IR substrate: e.g. the introduction of a
crossing between the IRs to accommodate their docking.
Under these circumstances, a doubly bound DNA molecule
with directly repeated IRs would face an energy barrier, not
encountered by the inverted IR substrate, in forming a PEC.
This would be expected to be accompanied by an increase in
the doubly bound intermediate as observed.

The TPM technique is clearly applicable to fine scale anal-
ysis of synapsis during transposition. It has revealed several
properties of IS911 synaptic complex formation, which are
not detectable by traditional procedures (complex formation
in real-time; transient intermediates) and others which are
(protein-induced DNA curvature). TPM will be a powerful
tool for investigating the importance of multimerization in
complex formation by using available mutants defective in
this process. The results obtained with OrfAB[149] have
paved the way for analysis of PEC formation by the entire
OrfAB transposase and, coupled with fluorescence detection,
will be used to investigate steps downstream from synapse
formation, such as cleavage and strand transfer reactions,
and the role of the IS911 regulatory protein, OrfA.
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